
2 Old bodies like carts
presumably glosses vetha- in the text. The Digha sub
commentary7 apparently read vekha-, there are many variants 
but neither vetha- nor vegha- is among them. The commentary 
on the Thera-gatha5 glosses vekha-, but also reports the 
variant reading vedha-.

The conclusion seems to me inescapable: the tradition is 
utterly confused and at a loss what to read.

The commentarial tradition of interpretation, however, is 
unequivocal: the word ve(X)a- means ‘strap, thong’. The 
Digha commentary gives this interpretation the first time the 
word occurs, because it seems to fit that context: one can 
hold together a tumbledown cart with straps. The Thera- 
gatha commentary takes the same line: vekha-missena ti 
varatta-khandadina.

Since the commentators had no idea what text to read, 
their interpretation is prima facie suspect. All the other 
commentaries seem simply to have followed the interpretation 
of the Digha commentary; and most modern scholars have 
joined them.

Neither vegha- nor vekha- is attested elsewhere and no one 
has suggested a plausible etymology for either. Norman 
solves this difficulty by reading vetha-. The much greater 
difficulty, however, is that meanings like ‘strap’ make very 
little sense in two of the three occurrences of the word. 
Though Morris claimed:4 ‘The body of an old man would 
need some protection from heat and cold, hence, the use of a 
bandhana\ the idea that the Buddha was kept going by 
bandages will not stand scrutiny. Nor is ‘an action involving 
nooses’ a likely expression for general maleficence.

The other modern attempts to interpret ve(X)a- have 
failed to find plausible etymologies or meanings appropriate 
to all three occurrences.

There is a passage in the Brhadaranyaka Upan is ad8 which 
is not a close enough parallel to provide a solution and yet 
may shed light on the Buddha’s simile. It describes the 
process of dying, in this case the death of an enlightened 
man:

Tad yathanah susamahitam utsarjam yayat, evam evayarn
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sarira atma prajnendtmandnvarudha utsarjam yati, yatraitad 
urdh vocchvasi bhavati.

‘So, as a heavily loaded cart may go along creaking, in the same 
way the embodied self, mounted (possessed) by the intelligent 
self, goes creaking, when he comes to breathe out for the last 
time.'

The heavy, stertorous breathing of the dying man is com
pared to the creaking of a loaded cart. Whether or not the 
Buddha knew this passage, it is a direct comparison between 
a cart which is proceeding with difficulty and the body of a 
dying man. One is therefore tempted to search for a similarly 
straightforward comparison in the Buddha’s words.

I believe that this can be found by reading vedha-. There is 
support for vedha- in the manuscript traditions of all three 
texts: Digha, Samyutta and Thera-gatha. The PED connects 
vedhati with vyathati and gives it the meanings ‘tremble, quiver, 
quake, shake’. It also reports avedha meaning ‘imperturbable’ 
(Sn 322). Sanskrit vyatha in Monier-Williams has among its 
meanings ‘agitation, perturbation . . . pain . . . loss, damage’. 
The cognate past participle vyathita has among its meanings 
‘tottering, rocking, reeling . . . distressed, afflicted’. Thus the 
semantic field of \/vyath stretches from involuntary shaking to 
pain and distress. The old cart would shake without feeling 
pain, the Buddha painfully. In the Thera-gatha verse the 
shaking aspect is not relevant; that is only about giving pain.

The PED also supplies appropriate interpretations of yapeti 
and missa(ka)-. Yapeti does not have any passive sense as in 
the Rhys Davids’ translation; it means ‘keep going’. Missa(ka)~ 
is a noun (as at Vin I 33) meaning ‘a mixture of various’. So in 
the Thera-gatha verse I do not take it as a bahubbihi agreeing 
with kammuna, but as a tappurisa.

I therefore propose that in all passages we read vedha-, and 
that the noun vedha- (presumably masculine) is related 
to vyatha and has the same range of meaning. In the Buddha’s 
simile I translate ‘keeps going with various quakings’. The 
elder’s verse I translate ‘molest men with a variety of damage’.
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